Algorithms for parameter optimization display subthreshold-seeking behavior when the majority of the points that the algorithm samples have an evaluation less than some target threshold. We first analyze a simple "subthreshold-seeker" algorithm. Further theoretical analysis details conditions that allow subthreshold-seeking behavior for local search algorithms using Binary and Gray code representations. The analysis also shows that subthreshold-seeking behavior can be increased by using higher bit precision. However, higher precision also can reduce exploration. A simple modification to a bit-climber is proposed that improves its subthresholdseeking behavior. Experiments show that this modification results in both improved search efficiency and effectiveness on common benchmark problems.
Introduction and background
The goal of an optimization algorithm is to find optimal points of a search space. However, it may sometimes be useful to try to locate points that are sufficiently good (e.g., within some threshold). We might also like to have some assurance that an algorithm is relatively effective on a wide range of problems.
The "No Free Lunch" theorem for search [7, 4, 3] proves that no algorithm is better than another over all possible instances of discrete optimization problems. Schumacher et al. [5] review different variants of the No Free Lunch theorem; they show that No Free Lunch holds over a finite set if and only if that set is closed under permutation. These results make it clear that one cannot claim that one search algorithm is better than another without also describing the functions and situations where one search algorithm will out-perform another. It has also sometimes been suggested that one search algorithm is more robust than another, in the sense that it will perform well across a wide range of problems; however, the concept of robustness is rarely formally described.
Christensen and Oppacher [2] have shown that the No Free Lunch theorem does not hold over broad classes of problems that can be described using polynomials of a single variable. The algorithm that Christensen and Oppacher propose is in some sense robust in as much as it is able to out-perform random enumeration on a general class of problems. But the algorithm they propose is not practical as a search algorithm. Can we do better than this? And what theoretical and practical implications does this question imply?
In this paper we first generalize the approach of Christensen and Oppacher. We will say that an algorithm has subthreshold-seeking behavior if the algorithm establishes a performance threshold, and then spends more than half of its time sampling points that are below threshold. An algorithm with subthreshold-seeking behavior can beat random enumeration and side-step the No Free Lunch result by focusing on a special but nevertheless general class of functions. We will also say that an algorithm is robust if it is able to out-perform random enumeration across a general class of functions, such as functions with a bounded number of optima or the set of functions that can be described using polynomials of a single variable.
We next ask to what degree does a local search bit climber display robust, subthreshold-seeking behavior. We present several theorems that indicate how and when a local search bit climber can display subthreshold-seeking behavior. These results demonstrate that subthreshold-seeking behavior increases when higher bit precision encodings are used on functions of bounded complexity.
In addition to the theoretical analysis presented, we empirically show that a local search bit climber with sufficient precision will spend most of its time "subthreshold" on a number of common benchmark problems. We next make a simple modification to a local search bit climber to allow it to spend more time subthreshold.
In the heuristic search community, local search with restarts is generally seen as a broadly effective means of sampling many local optima, and therefore of finding globally competitive solutions. A subthreshold local search algorithm is proposed that samples the search space to estimate a threshold and to generate a sample of subthreshold points from which to search. After this initial sample, local search is always restarting from subthreshold points in the search space. Empirically, subthreshold local search algorithm is both more efficient and effective than simple local search with restarts, finding better solutions faster on common benchmark problems.
Subthreshold local search is not a state-of-the-art heuristic search method; but the algorithm is a viable alternative to local search with restarts, and the algorithm and the various proofs provide new insights into the general robustness of local search. The results may also have implications for population-based search methods, such as evolutionary algorithms. First, many of the results presented here would extend to mutation operators used with Gray and Binary code representations. Second, by using a population combined with selection, there is an explicit sampling mechanism that attempts to focus search in the best (potentially subthreshold) regions of the search space; this is particularly true for steady-state genetic algorithms and ( + ) evolution strategies where the population is made up of the best-seen-so-far solutions.
The SubMedian-Seeker
Let f be an objective function f : [a, b] → R, where [a, b] is a closed interval. We discretize this interval by taking N uniformly sampled points, which we label with the set X = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. By abuse of notation, we will consider f : X → R, such that f (x) takes on the evaluation of the point labeled x. Assume f is bijective as a function of X and that the median value of f is known and denoted by med(f ).
Christensen and Oppacher define a minimization algorithm called SubMedian-Seeker. The original SubMedian Seeker is able to detect and exploit functions where every second point is below submedian and thus a local optimum. However, such functions are maximally multimodal. We present a simplified form of SubMedian-Seeker called EZSubMedian-Seeker that does not detect this regularity. The algorithm presented here is similar to SubMedian-Seeker but is simpler and easier to understand.
EZ-SubMedian-Seeker
(1) Choose a random sample point,
If less than |X|/2 points have been sampled, then goto step 1. Otherwise terminate.
Without loss of generality, we assume that x and its successor x + 1 are integers. The algorithm exploits the fact that for certain classes of functions, points that are adjacent to submedian points are more often than not also submedian points. = y where y can be any particular co-domain value. If y is a threshold, then there are at most k crossings of this threshold over the sampled interval. Half, or k/2, of these are crossings from subthreshold to superthreshold values. Thus, M(f ) k/2 for polynomials of degree k. In the case where the median is the threshold, step 1 has equal probability of sampling either a submedian or supermedian value. Therefore, as long as step 2 generates a surplus of submedian points before terminating at a supermedian point, the algorithm beats random search. We can think of step 1 as an exploration phase with balanced cost and step 2 as an exploitation phase that accumulates submedian points. If M(f ) k/2 < M crit , then SubMedian-Seeker (and EZ-SubMedian-Seeker) will perform better than random enumeration because more time is spent below threshold during step 2. Christensen and Oppacher offer extensions of the proof for certain multivariate polynomials as well. In the next section we characterize a more general subthresholdseeker algorithm.
Subthreshold-seeker
We still assume f is 1D and bijective and N = |X|. Set a threshold of between 0 and 1 2 . We are interested in spending time in the N best points of the search space (ordered by f ). We refer to these as subthreshold points. Addition is modulo N and the search space is assumed to wrap around so that points 0 and N − 1 are neighbors.
Let (f ) denote a threshold co-domain value such that exactly N points of X have evaluations f (x) < (f ). Subthreshold-seeker works as follows:
(1) Pick a random element x ∈ X that has not been seen before. Once a subthreshold region has been found, this algorithm searches left and right for subthreshold neighbors. This minor variation on Submedian-Seeker means that a well defined region has been fully exploited. This is critical to our quantification of this process. We will address the "stopping-condition" later.
For theoretical purposes, we assume that the function (f ) is provided. In practice, we can select (f ) based on an empirical sample.
Functions with uniform quasi-basins
We formally define a quasi-basin for a 1D function, f, with respect to a threshold value, v, where v is a codomain value of f : a quasi-basin is a set of contiguous points in f that are below value v. Note this is different from the usual definition of a basin: a quasi-basin may contain multiple local optima. Also, points in a basin that are above threshold are not in the quasi-basin. An example of two functions with the same intervals as quasi-basins is given in Fig. 1 . Note that the subthreshold-seeking algorithm as well as SubMedian-Seeker is only sensitive to the size and number of quasi-basins and are not sensitive to the actual number of local optima.
Consider a function f where all subthreshold points are contained in B equally sized quasi-basins of size N/B. We then ask how many superthreshold points are visited before all the subthreshold points are found. Suppose k quasi-basins already have been found and explored. Then there remain B − k quasi-basins to find, each containing N/B points. There are at most N − k N/B points unvisited. So the probability of hitting a new quasi-basin is (slightly better than)
This calculation is approximate because it assumes that superthreshold points are sampled with replacement. As long as the probability of randomly sampling the same superthreshold point twice is extremely small, the approximation will be accurate. For large search spaces this approximation should be good. If the probability of "hitting" a quasi-basin is p, the expected number of trials until a "hit" occurs is 1/p. This implies that the expected number of miss before a successful hit occurs is 1/p − 1. So the expected number of superthreshold points that are sampled before finding a new quasi-basin is approximately (slightly less than)
This means that the expected number of superthreshold points seen before the algorithm has found all quasi-basins is bounded above by
where H is the harmonic function. Note H (B − 1) is approximated by (log(B − 1)). Throughout this paper log denotes log 2 . 
Functions with unevenly sized quasi-basins
A weaker sufficient condition is
Proof. Since the quasi-basins are not uniform in size, there must be at least one subthreshold quasi-basin of size N/B + 1 or larger. We will explicitly search for a targeted subset of exactly N/B adjacent points in some quasi-basin that is of size N/B + 1 or larger. For purposes of the proof, we assume we know when we have found the targeted set. For the actual algorithm, some smaller quasi-basins may be enumerated and this enumeration is not included in the current calculation.
The expected waiting time to find the targeted set of points is N/( N/B) − 1. Since we are looking for a specific target set of points, under random sampling we will sample both superthreshold and subthreshold points before finding this target set.
The At the edges of the target at most one superthreshold point is sampled, balanced by one subthreshold point, so these can be ignored. The expected number of superthreshold points sampled before a targeted point is found is
Therefore more subthreshold points are sampled when
Simplifying yields
We next used relaxed bounds to show that more subthreshold points are sampled in expectation when > B/ √ N + B 2 . Given 1 2 and B 2, the following inequalities hold with respect to Eq. (2).
It therefore follows that Eq. (2) holds when
Using these more conservative bounds
Corollary. If f is a polynomial of degree z and we run subthreshold-seeker until a quasi-basin of size at least N/(z/2)+1 is found, then more subthreshold points will be sampled than superthreshold points if >z/(2 N +(z/2) 2 ).
Proof. A polynomial of degree z can have at most z/2 quasi-basins.
We can also approach the problem of varying sizes of quasi-basins in another way. Consider the case where we want to find all quasi-basins that contain at least M points, and there are B such quasi-basins. (If we happen to find some smaller ones, that is a bonus.) Suppose we have found k such quasi-basins. The probability of finding another is
So the expected number of superthreshold points visited before this happens is
The total number of superthreshold points visited is thus 
BM is the total number of subthreshold points visited. The expected number of superthreshold points visited is given by (N/M − B)H (B − 1). Therefore, for sufficiently large N, when M > √ NH (B − 1)/B more subthreshold points are visited than superthreshold points.
Given information (or strong assumptions) about M and B we can restrict and spend more time exploring the best regions of the search space compared to SubMedian-Seeker. Table 1 calculates M = √ NH (B − 1)/B rounded up to the nearest integer. It also computes . This value is exact when > BM/N; otherwise it underestimates the percentage of the space that is below threshold and ignores basins with fewer than M points. Keeping in mind this result holds for 1D slices for multi-dimensional search spaces, 10 6 roughly corresponds to a 20 bit encoding per parameter, while 10 9 roughly corresponds to a 30 bit encoding.
Clearly, as the number of quasi-basins goes up, fewer points occur in each quasi-basin. As the search space size increases, there are more points in each quasi-basin, but we can also use lower values of so that the search focuses on a smaller (and better) portion of the search space.
This perspective also provides another insight. Note that we can interpret the change in the size of the search space as a change in precision: the number of quasi-basins generally does not change (for polynomials the number of quasibasins is bounded by k/2), but we sample more densely, thus effectively increasing the number of points in the search space. Higher precision allows the search to spend more time subthreshold (or to use a lower threshold). But if the precision is too high, search provides little in the way of exploration when making subthreshold moves.
The subthreshold algorithm, like the original SubMedian-Seeker, is not really an efficient search algorithm. The goal of search usually is not to examine as many sub-threshold points as possible. However, understanding how such algorithms beat random enumeration can provide practical insights.
Two observations come out of this work. One observation is that precision matters. For any threshold, the relative proportion of points that are subthreshold does not change with a change in precision. However, the number of points that fall within a quasi-basin increases with precision. Assuming a change in precision does not change the boundaries of the quasi-basins, algorithms with subthreshold-seeking behavior will spend more time subthreshold at higher precision. The threshold is also given, assuming exactly B quasi-basins all of size M.
The second observation is that sampling can potentially be used to establish threshold values that can be used to focus the search. In the remainder of the paper, we explore both of these ideas in conjunction with simple, but practical, local search methods.
Quasi-basins, encodings and locality
In this section, we present new proofs that outline sufficient conditions to ensure that the majority of Hamming distance 1 neighbors under Gray and Binary encodings are either in the same basin of attraction or in the same quasi-basin.
We first look at how precision affects the number of neighbors that exist within a certain distance from some reference point under Gray code. In the 1D case when the highest order bit is changed under either a Gray or Binary encoding this accesses the only neighbor that is in the opposite half of the search space. (Under a reflected Gray code this does not imply that the neighbor is necessarily far away.)
Bits are eliminated to remove the remaining half of the search space which does not contain the reference point. We continue to reduce the search space around the reference point by removing bits until log(Q) bits have been eliminated. The remaining search space is then at most D = N/Q points since log(N/Q) + log(Q) = log(N ) and N( As precision increases, the quantity N/Q becomes larger and thus log(N/Q) increases. However Q and log(Q) remain constant. Thus, at higher precision, the number of neighbors within a distance of N/Q points increases.
Expressed another way, consider a quasi-basin of size D and a search space of size N where the quasi-basin spans 1/Q of the search space (i.e., D = (1/Q)N ): under a bit representation at most log(Q) bits encode for points that are more than a distance of D points away from R. Note that an increase in precision also increases the size of the search space, so that the quantity N/Q becomes larger and thus log(N/Q) increases. However Q and log(Q) remain constant. Thus, at higher precision, the number of neighbors within a distance of N/Q points increases.
In the remainder of this paper, we show that the expected number of neighbors of R that fall inside the quasi-basin under a reflected Gray code as well as under the standard Binary encoding is greater than log(N/Q) − 1.
The significance of this result is that we can outline conditions that would allow a steepest ascent local search bit climber to spend the majority of its time sampling points that are contained in the same quasi-basin and therefore below threshold. This makes it possible to outline sufficient conditions such that steepest ascent local search is provably better than random search. To prove these results, a number of supporting concepts and lemmas are needed.
Locality and neighborhoods
We first define Gray and Binary encoding recursively in order to define other concepts. The Gray encoding is the standard Binary reflected Gray code. For strings of length 1, Gray and Binary encodings are the same: the strings 0 and 1 represent integers 0 and 1. We then recursively define either a Binary or a Gray code as follows.
Let B i denotes a Gray encoded string of length L representing integer i, where 0 i 2 L − 1. Strings of length L + 1 are constructed by concatenation and have the form 0B i or 1B i and are defined as follows:
While these definitions are well known and obvious, we note that the Gray code folds the search space around a reflection located between 0B 2 L −1 , 1B 2 L −1 . In the Binary case, there is an analogous transition between 0B 2 L −1 , 1B 0 in the recursive construction. We will refer to both of these as transition points; these points are important when documenting the locality of Binary and Gray encodings.
The placement of any transition point automatically implies the location of other transition points under the recursive definitions of both Binary and Gray code. We can define an arbitrary key transition around which neighborhoods can be defined.
We will define core neighborhoods as 2 k adjacent points with k Hamming distance neighbors that are fully contained within the core neighborhood. All members of a core neighborhood have the same number of core neighbors. These points can have additional non-core neighbors. Binary and Gray codes have the same core neighborhoods for any set of 2 k points that are within the quasi-basin and adjacent to a transition point.
We will assume that a key-transition point could occur at any position within the quasi-basin. We will count over all possible placements of transition points with the quasi-basin, then characterize what neighborhood structures occur for each possible transition point placement.
For example, let | denote the placement of a key-transition point in a quasi-basin made up of 7 points. The following represents the number of core neighbors under both Gray and Binary. The key transition denoted by | is shifted into each possible position. All of this is obvious given the recursive definitions of Binary and Gray encodings. However, we are also interested in how Binary and Gray representations differ in the construction of the non-core neighborhood connections.
The matrix M x
We define a lower triangle matrix M x using a recursive definition such that M 1 = [1] . For x > 1 the lower triangle matrix M x can be decomposed into a 2 x−1 by 2 x−1 square matrix whose elements are all the integer x, plus 2 identical copies of lower triangle matrix M x−1 . The square matrix occupies the first 2 x−1 columns of the last 2 x−1 rows of M x . The first 2 x−1 − 1 rows of M x correspond to the recursively defined matrix M x−1 . Finally, another copy of M x−1 is appended to the last 2 x−1 − 1 rows of the square matrix.
The elements of every matrix M x can also be reorganized into a 2 x−1 by 2 x − 1 rectangular matrix where all of the rows are identical, such that there are 2 x−1 copies of x, followed by 2 x−2 copies of x − 1, . . . , ending with 2 0 copies of 1. This directly follows from the fact that each of the 2 M x−1 recursive submatrices is 1 2 the size of the square matrix associated with M x .
The following represents the lower triangle matrix M 3 as well as the corresponding 2 x−1 by 2 x − 1 (i.e., 4 by 7) rectangular matrix:
Thus the quantity
is both the average over the last row of M x and the average over all of M x . Note that if the values in the lower triangle matrix M x are all decremented by 1, the resulting values count the number of core neighbor in a quasi-basin of 2 x − 1 points under both Gray and Binary that occur to the right of all possible placements of a key transition.
Lemma 1. Let F (x) compute the average value over the elements of matrix
Proof. From the recursive definition of M x and simple induction
To show that the bounds hold note
When x > 1 this implies x < 2 x − 1 and
The matrix M x
We next define a new lower triangle matrix M x using a constructive definition where M 1 = [0]. Informally, the lower triangle matrix M x is the same as M x except the square portion of M x is assigned the value x − 1 instead of x. Formally, the lower triangle matrix M x can be decomposed into a 1  2 2  2 2 1  3 3 3 3  3 3 3 3 1  3 3 3 3 2 2  3 3 3 3 2 2 1  3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 The arrow points to row 2 x−1 + 2 x−2 − 1 which has a special importance. The first 2 x−2 elements of the row have value x − 1, and the remaining elements are identical to the last row of matrix M x−1 . Recall that the last row of matrix M x−1 has the same average value as the entire M x−1 lower triangle matrix. Thus, we can compute the average value of the elements of this row
The average value over all of M x is greater than F (x − 1) but less than x − 1, since all of the square portion of M x has value x−1 while the submatrices of M x correspond to M x−1 and therefore have average value x−2 < F (x−1) < x−1. We next show that the average value of the elements of every row of M x numbered from 2 x−1 to 2 x − 1 is greater than or equal to F (x − 1).
Lemma 2.
Given a lower triangle matrix M x , x 2, each row indexed from 2x − 1 to 2 x − 1 has an average value greater than x − 2.
Proof. The proof is constructive. By construction row 2 x−1 + 2 x−2 is composed entirely of element x − 1. The rows from 2 x−1 + 1 to 2 x−1 + 2 x−2 − 2 of matrix M x can be constructed from row 2 x−1 + 2 x−2 − 1 by repeatedly deleting "blocks" entirely composed of elements with value y, where y does not occur in the row under construction, and y is less than or equal to x − 2. The average value of row 2 x−1 + 2 x−2 − 1 can be bounded as follows:
because we can also regroup the elements and characterize row 2 When we delete an element from row 2 x−1 + 2 x−2 − 1 to create any row from 2 x−1 + 1 to 2 x−1 + 2 x−2 − 2 the average value of the elements in the new row must be greater than
This follows from the fact that deleting a below average element from a set of numbers increases the average value of the set. Finally, the last 2 x−2 rows M x are identical to rows 2 x−1 to 2 x−1 + 2 x−2 − 1 except the elements are shifted right and 2 x − 2 additional copies of x − 1 are added. Therefore, the last 2 x−2 rows of M x also have an average value greater than x − 2.
Gray codes and quasi-basins
Consider a contiguous set of K points that form a quasi-basin in a 1D function. Assume these K points are intersected by a barrier. We consider all possible placements of the barrier relative to the set of points. We then compute a tight bound on the average number of neighbors that exist when the barrier is a reflection point in a Gray encoding.
The following illustration represents a quasi-basin over seven points. Each row represents the number of neighbors for each point, such that those neighbors fall inside the quasi-basin under a Gray code, where the main reflection point of the Gray code is at the location marked by the symbol |. 
Theorem 3. Given a quasi-basin of size S in a 1D function, the expected number of neighbors that fall in the quasibasin under Gray code is greater than log 2 (S) − 1.
Proof. For S = 2 x−1 to 2 x − 1 we note that log 2 (S)
We consider all possible placements of the Gray code reflection key transition, and average over all possible neighborhood arrangements. This means that all probabilities in the expected value calculation are uniform. The neighborhood structure is symmetric around the key transition; we can therefore consider only the lower triangle matrix which lies to the right of the key transition.
When S = 2 x − 1 we can use the matrix M x to bound the expected number of neighbors for every point in the quasi-basin on one side of the main barrier/reflection for all possible placements of the reflection points.
Let S vary from 2 x−1 to 2 x − 1. A group of 2 k points adjacent to a reflection must have at least k core neighbors under Gray code; the square submatrix of M x counts only these core neighbors. The lower triangle submatrices corresponding to M x−1 counts core neighbors, plus 1 more in each position. Under Gray code, there is at least one additional neighbor if there is another point in the space in a position symmetric around a reflection. This is the case for all elements in the positions that correspond to the two M x−1 lower triangle matrices. There are at least 2 x−1 points in the quasi-basin. The square submatrix of M x−1 has 2 x−2 core neighbors, so there must be an additional 2 x−2 neighbors that fall either to the left or right of a reflection to either side of the 2 x−2 core neighbors; thus each point in the square submatrix has one additional neighbor. The lower triangle submatrices of M x−1 also have one additional neighbor across the reflection that occurs immediately to the left of these lower triangle submatrices.
When 2 x−1 S 2 x − 1 we compute a bound on the average over the first S rows of matrix M x . The submatrix of M x−1 makes up the first 2 x−2 − 1 rows of matrix M x ; by Lemma 1, the average value of the elements in M x−1 is greater than x − 2. We select the next S − (2 x−2 − 1) rows that are needed from matrix M x . From Lemma 2, the average value over each of these rows is greater than x − 2.
Thus, for any point in a quasi-basin of size S, the expected number of neighbors that also fall in the quasi-basin is greater than log 2 (S) − 1. This result has strong implications for local search. It means that under the conditions just outlined, we can expect a majority of the neighbors that are sampled under local search using a Hamming distance-1 Gray encoded bit representation neighborhood to also be below threshold when searching from a subthreshold point. It also follows from these observations that the percentage of below threshold neighbors increases at higher precision.
Corollary. Given a quasi-basin that spans

Binary codes and quasi-basins
We have already noted that Binary encodings have the same core neighborhood as Gray. But what about additional, non-core neighbors?
We start with the special case where there are exactly 2 x − 1 elements in the quasi-basin. The number of neighbors when x = 3 and 2 x − 1 = 7 is illustrated by the following example: We will again work with the lower triangle form of the matrix. This lower triangle matrix can still be recursively decomposed but the elements in the topmost recursive matrix and the rightmost recursive matrix differ by 1 in all positions. Furthermore, the square matrix has the value x − 1 in all positions except in its own lower triangle: the value x appears in the lower triangle of the square matrix. The reflected neighbors are gone, which is why the topmost recursive matrix is 1 less in every position. Each element corresponding to a position in the rightmost recursive lower triangle matrix has a neighbor at distance 2 x−1 in the lower minor triangle of the square matrix. Proof. The proof is by induction. This is true by inspection for x = 1, 2 and 3.
We will again use a recursive lower triangle representation that decomposed into a square matrix and two recursively defined lower triangle submatrices. These count the core neighbors, plus those additional neighbors that occur due to the Binary encoding.
Assume the lemma is true for case x − 1. Then the topmost recursive matrix represents the lower triangle matrix associated with x − 1 and has an average value per element of exactly x − 2 by the inductive hypothesis; the topmost recursive matrix has 2 x−2 (2 x−1 − 1) elements. The rightmost recursively defined lower triangle submatrix has an average value per element of exactly x − 1. This includes the core neighbors, plus one additional neighbor, since any point more than 2 x−1 positions to the right of the key transition must have a (non-core) neighbor in the square submatrix.
The square submatrix has 2 x−1 2 x−1 elements and 2 x−2 (2 x−1 − 1) in its own lower minor triangle, which connect to an element in the rightmost recursively defined lower triangle submatrix. Adding these together yields
Therefore, since the number of elements in the recursively defined matrix is (2 x−1 ) 2 + 2 x−1 (2 x−1 − 1) the average value per element is exactly x − 1.
Theorem 4. Given a quasi-basin of size S in a 1D function, the expected number of neighbors that fall in the quasibasin under Binary code is greater than log 2 (S) − 1.
We again consider all possible positions in the quasi-basin for which the number of neighbors is being computed, and all possible placements of the key-transition barrier. Thus, all probabilities in the expected value calculation are uniform.
If S = 2 x−1 − 1 (this is one element smaller than is allowed for S), the number of neighbors is precisely x − 2 on average (Lemma 3).
We will let S vary from 2 x−1 to 2 x − 1. A group of 2 i points adjacent to a key transition must have at least i core neighbors; the square submatrix of M x counts only these core neighbors. For rows 2 x−1 to 2 x − 1 the lower triangle submatrix corresponding to M x−1 which is right of the square submatrix is such that each element must have one neighbor at a distance of 2 x−1 to the right, since the square submatrix of M x is of size 2 x−1 .
When 2 x−1 S 2 x − 1 we select the S − 2 x−2 − 1 rows that are needed from matrix M x ; from Lemmas 1 and 2, all of these rows have average value greater than x − 2.
Corollary. Given a quasi-basin that spans 1/Q of the search space and a reference point R that falls in the quasi-basin, the majority of the neighbors of R under a Binary representation of a search space of size N = 2 L will be subthreshold in expectation when log(N/Q) − 1 > log(Q) + 1.
A subthreshold local search algorithm
A local search algorithm without restarts that is currently at a subthreshold point can only move to an equal or better point which must also be subthreshold. And as precision increases, the number of subthreshold neighbors also increases, since (log(N/Q)) − 1 increases while Q remains constant. This assumes the quasi-basin is not divided by increasing the precision. The above analysis would need to hold for each dimension of a multidimensional search space, but these results suggest there are very general conditions where a bit-climbing algorithm using a Gray code representation can display subthreshold-seeking behavior. This also assumes the search algorithm can absorb the start-up costs of locating a subthreshold starting point.
Under favorable conditions a bit-climbing algorithm using a Gray code representation can display subthresholdseeking behavior, but do they display subthreshold-seeking behavior on common benchmarks? In this section, we compared two versions of bit-climbers. Both algorithms use steepest ascent local search (LS) which evaluates all neighbors before moving. One algorithm, denoted as LS-Rand, uses random restarts. Another algorithm, denoted as LS-SubT, uses sampling to start the bit-climbing process at a subthreshold point.
LS-SubT first samples 1000 random points, and then climbs from the 100 best of these points. In this way, LS-SubT estimates a threshold value and attempts to stay in the best 10% of the search space.
LS-Rand does 100+y random restarts. LS-Rand was given y additional random starts to compensate for the 1000 sample evaluations used by the LS-SubT algorithm. To calculate y we looked at the size of the bit encoding and the average number of moves needed to reach a local optimum.
Experiments and results
Both LS-Rand and LS-SubT were tested on benchmarks taken from Whitley et al. [6] who also provide function definitions. The test function included Rastrigin (F6) and Schwefel (F7) which are both separable. The other functions include Rosenbrock (De Jong's F2), F101 and Rana functions as well as a spike function similar to the one defined by Ackley [1] where All problems were posed as 2D search problems. Experiments were performed at 10 and 20 bits of resolution per parameter. A descent corresponds to one iteration of local search, which will locate one local optimum. A trial corresponds to one run of the respective algorithm, composed of 100 descents for LS-SubT and 100 + y descents for LS-Rand. An experiment corresponds to 30 trials. Each experiment is a configuration of search algorithm, test function and parameter resolution. Statistics are computed over each experiment. All chromosomes were encoded using standard Gray code. parameter, at least 70% of the points sampled by LS-Rand were subthreshold, and at least 80% of the points samples by LS-SubT were subthreshold. At 10 bits of precision per parameter, LS-SubT sampled subthreshold points 57-84% of the time.
At 10 bits of precision, LS-SubT also did fewer evaluations, meaning that it reached local optima faster than LS-Rand. This makes sense in as much as it starts at points with better evaluations. Sometimes the difference was dramatic. Thus, the majority of the time LS-SubT also produced solutions as good or better than LS-Rand, and it did so with less effort.
At 20 bits of precision, there is less difference between LS-Rand and LS-SubT. This follows from our theory, since higher precision implies that both algorithms spend more time subthreshold after a subthreshold point is found, but this does not necessarily result in faster search.
To further explore the impact of bit precision, we performed local search using LS-Rand and LS-SubT at 5, 10, 15 and 20 bits of resolution. The test functions used were Griewangk, F2, and Rana functions. Fig. 2 shows the percentage of points that were subthreshold at different resolutions. Across all three functions, higher resolution produced a greater percentage of subthreshold sampling. At 5 bit precision less than half of all neighbors are subthreshold for LS-Rand on all functions. With too few bits, both neighborhood sampling and random sampling miss quasi-basins. But with too many bits, search is slowed down because the stepsize can become too small.
There is still much of the heuristic search community that does not understand about the impact of using different bit precisions. Unexpected results were encountered on two functions. The number of evaluations that were executed on the Rana and F2 functions at 20 bit resolution is huge. Examination of the search space shows that both of these functions contain "ridges" that run at almost 45 • relative to the (x, y) coordinates. In this context, the steepest ascent bit-climber is forced to creep along the ridge in very small, incremental steps. Higher precision exaggerates this problem, which is hardly noticeable at 10 bits of precision. This is a serious problem we are continuing to research.
Conclusions
The No Free Lunch theorem formalizes the idea that all blackbox search algorithms have identical behavior over the set of all possible discrete functions [8, 4, 3] . In this paper, conditions are outlined that allow a subthreshold-seeking algorithm to beat random enumeration on problems of bounded complexity. The subthreshold-seeker algorithm is able to focus search in the better regions of the search space.
The paper also examines the potential for subthreshold-seeking behavior for local search algorithms using Binary and Gray code representations. Subthreshold-seeking behavior can be increased by using higher bit precision, but this also reduces exploration.
A simple modification to a bit-climber is proposed that improves its subthreshold-seeking behavior. A simple sampling mechanism can be used to initialize local search at subthreshold points, thereby increasing the potential for subthreshold-seeking behavior. Experiments show that this modification results in faster convergence to equally good or better solutions compared to local search without subthreshold initialization. Of course, this strategy also has its own failure modes. Assume that an "important" basin of attraction, or a quasi-basin, is very large above threshold, yet small below threshold; then it is possible that random restarts could have an advantage over subthreshold restarts if success were measured in terms of finding and exploiting this "important" region. Of course, the problem with random restarts is that the search can also converge to local optima that are superthreshold.
